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About This Content

The MXGP2 - Agueda and Bastogne Tracks DLC will add these exciting tracks to the game, key features in the past editions
of MXGP!
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Title: MXGP2 - Agueda and Bastogne Tracks
Genre: Racing, Simulation, Sports
Developer:
Milestone S.r.l.
Publisher:
Milestone S.r.l.
Release Date: 5 May, 2016

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows®Vista SP2 / Windows® 7 SP1 / Windows® 8 / Windows® 8.1

Processor: Intel i5 2500K 3.3GHz / AMD Phenom II X4 850

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: GeForce GT 640 / Radeon HD 6670 1GB*

DirectX: Version 10

Sound Card: DirectX compatible

Additional Notes: *Laptop versions of graphics cards may work but are not officially supported.

English,French,Italian,German
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This could really be a great game
But as it stands i cant recommend it

The Stealth system is not fun to use , you can't re-fill stealth points (IE hide from the guards until they think you are no longer in
the area)

I haven't seen a way to reduce the amount of guards in each sector once the meter rises to a certain point - you would think its
impossible to move guards to a location indefinitely but it seems like thats not the case
once the notoriety is up , it stays there

a few other minor things im missing :
voice acting instead of reading a lot of text - that would also be a very nice addition to the game
Better controls - it feels so awkward until you get the hand of it

as it stands , i dont think this game is worth 20 dollars (especially now during the sale where older but much larger games cost
around the same amount)
Wait for the price to drop or wait for improvments to the game. this game completely changed my life, now my friends and I
are ready for the real deal!. one of the best mind games ever. would be beter if you can connet your facebook acount so we can
use it in the steam version you have loge enought to do it. I rocommend getting this game BUT not yet. This game is fun
however in the current build your not going to get more than one to two hours of gameplay out of each start due to bugs and
errors. That said this game has alot of potential and i hope they fix things quickly but untill you see a significant updat that fixes
alot of bugs and errors you should hold off on getting it for now.
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Started the game
-Went to Societyville
-Bought lettuce and bread from blue hair, long ears girl
-Crafted sandwiches at Jacob's house(house above the girl)
-Sold sandwiches at the restaurant
-Repeated it all
-Paid everything with it

10/10 would quit my job now and make sandwich for sell. One More Line.. Not recommended, at least for this price. Two
maps, nice but not overwhelming.

One nice bossfight though. Buy it when it's reduced. (Or buy the Karak DLC, you get more bang for your buck.). In a quick
summary. It could have been better. I found it a little bit short for my liking. The characters were interesting, as was the story,
but you don't lose anything for not playing it. Could be a 3.5\/5. Shou Tucker simulator is a great game. Everything I've seen so
far indicates that the devs have stopped supporting this game. Another game made of unity assets thrown together in a blender
and then sold for cash. Also, it's unplayable since all the servers are down and they won't be coming back up.
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